DIALING OUR CELLS
by William Thomas

I

magine a nationwide promotion by Big Tobacco hawking “free cigarettes for every
member of your family.” TV ads show toddlers inhaling. “Smoking is perfectly safe,”
invites a smiling mom. “Why not give your little ones their own pack today?”

Madness, of course. What we actually see plastered across TV screens, magazines,
billboards, newspapers, movies and the Internet is a torrent of imagery and advertising
touting color-coordinated cell phones for everyone in the home except Fido, who’s
already chipped.
What’s the difference? Both pastimes are addictive, sick-making, and potentially lethal.
Each market is also hugely profitable—at least as long as the scariest health effects are
deferred. In 2004, the global “mobile” colossus nearly burned out its credit card machines
raking in $40 billion for phones and services.
The biggest players—Motorola, Nokia, Samsung—have retained the same media
mesmerizers who helped make smoking a global habit. Not that people need much
convincing when it comes to cell phones. From Beijing to Baltimore, Vanuatu to Nigeria,
something like 46,000 new customers are signing up every day for free phones in custom
shapes and bright colors, offering free long distance, free local calls, and free radical
damage that could take years to present serious health problems. [Observer Oct 17/04;
ww.tuberose.com/Cell_Phones.html]
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At least in adults.
Just as “terrorism” replaced “communism” as an excuse to exploit and injure, cell phones
are replacing cigarettes. A British medical study correlates the rise in mobile phone use
during the late 1990s with a decline in smoking among 15-year-olds—which fell from
30% to 23% among that age group in 1996. That same year, the mobile phone craze
captivated 15- to 17-year-olds. Unable to afford both habits, many teens chose cuttingedge technology that confers “a sense of individuality and sociability,” along with “a
desire to rebel” and “the need to bond with friends,” the study found.
“The marketing of mobile phones is rooted in promoting self-image and identity, which
resembles cigarette advertising,” the researchers further discovered. In other words,
youth rebellion is being distracted into truly epic consumption through behavioral
analysis and manipulation.

Cell phones signal status and cool. They are essential for membership in peer groups, the
cell phone historians noted. “Mobiles” also save lives in emergencies like 9/11 and
the Asian tsunami, and are perfect for committing terrorist acts like 9/11 and the
Madrid train massacres. Overnight, these devices have become a cultural force.
[British Medical Journal Nov 4/00]

Don’t look now, but nearly one in four persons on the planet has a cell phone. For many,
it’s the only option. And it’s easy to get hooked. Just like cigarettes, alcohol and cocaine,
“radiation from mobile phones stimulates a morphine-like chemical in the brain, making
them addictive,” the Observer observes.
Which might help explain why so many of the 670 million new
customers signing up for cell phones every year would never
consider smoking—but are quite happy to place a miniature
microwave gun against their skulls, pull the trigger, and hold it
down. [Observer Mar 14/99; www.tuberose.com]
Does this make sense to you?
Cell phones and cell phone conversations also harass and irradiate everyone within
earshot. As “cell phone backlash” kicks in, and users are barred like smokers from private
and public places, the cachet these annoying devices currently enjoy could yet sour. Until
that happy moment, RFSafe.com points out, “A whole generation of teenagers face
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premature senility in the prime of their lives due to the use of mobile phones and new
wireless technology.”

WOUNDED BY THE WIRELESS REVOLUTION
Almost before we know it, our global village is being transformed by a “Wireless
Revolution” that has “unplugged” cities as sophisticated as Sydney, Australia—while
catapulting developing nations to wireless phone service without the expense of stringing
wires between huts and high-rises. There are already 547,000 mobile phone subscribers
in Bangladesh. [Wired.com Sep 28/01]
“The total market is on fire,” exults industry analyst Ben Wood. About two billion people
will be using cell phones by 2010. [International Telecommunication Union; www.tuberose.com]
Booming growth in smog-poisoned China and India is already seeing the second wave of
first-time Asian subscribers as hundreds of millions of exuberant talkers go wireless.
Lethal levels of air pollution are important co-factors because of the known triggering
and amplification effects of electromagnetic radiation on carcinogenic chemicals in the
bodies of humans and other animals—including pets. If present rates of cell phone
exposure continue or climb, both cultures could be culled by an electromagnetic epidemic
within a decade.
North Americans using cell phones in polluted cities face the same fate. I know this
sounds intense. But just look at the mass marketing of cigarettes and how lung cancer
mortalities skyrocketed—along with official and corporate denial. Given the many
possible consequences of cell phone radiation exposure—many of them dire—who would
want to take the risk?
But few customers trampling down the doors of cell phone service providers are told of
the dangers, except to deny them. With pain deferred and gratification arriving at the
speed of light, cell phone-dependent Europeans and Americans are busy trading in their
18-month “old” phones and buying the latest models with color screens and cameras. [PC
World Dec 8/03]

You can’t beat the prices! At A1 Wireless,
“most phones are free.” Another Internet
Classified ad shills: “Free cell phones” from
seven leading cell phone service polluters,
whose proliferating towers are spreading
microwave smog everywhere.
Now you can choose myriad attractive ways
to irradiate yourself and those around you
with these colorful fashion accessories.
Or why not pick up one of the new “point-shoot-and-send” camera cell
phones for innovative messaging and espionage? “Cell phone cameras can
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be used in public and not-so-public places to take photographs of people who have no
idea a camera is anywhere near,” cautions reporter Wendy Whittaker. “The camera phone
can be used to photograph proprietary documents, equipment and technology.” [1st-in-cellphones.com Sept 8/04]

Other “point-and-shoot” cell phones offer instant deletion of anyone complaining about
your call by firing four .22 caliber bullets in rapid succession from a tap on the keypad.
While dialing any cell phone is risky, misdialing this phone could be fatal. [Wired.com Sept
28/01]

Free Cell Phones! Free Shipping! No Credit Card Required!
The newest push by an industry bigger than Big Tobacco features, “Family Cell Phone
Plans” are aimed at getting these highly profitable, portable radiation devices into as
many hands as possible.
The commercial come-on is nearly irresistible: Now everyone in the family can stay in
constant communication with give-away multiple phones and shared phone minutes—
even for members who may prefer to lick these bright lollipops. After the give-away
period ends, family cell phone bills can exceed $1,000 a month.
Personal pagers started all this back in the 1970s. Virtually unknown a decade ago, cell
phones are now part of most families. As we will shortly see, popular cellular family
plans may be more accurately renamed Family Share Cancer, Family Talk To Death,
Add-An-Exposure, and Family Illness Time. Sprint’s family package provides 800 shared
minutes of free microwave exposure between two free phones, plus free nocturnal
emissions and weekend use for both “users”. [Reuters Dec 1/04]
Burying all these phones—never mind their users—is going to be a chore. From 1999 to
early 2003, some 2.5 million phones were collected in the USA by four major take-back
programs. The nonprofit environmental group Inform estimates that 100 million cell
phones will be discarded this year alone. Whether thrown into a landfill or incinerated,
junking all these cell phones will cause widespread contamination of water and food
sources. The lead, arsenic, beryllium, cadmium and antimony inside their sleek cases are
persistent contaminants, highly toxic in tiny amounts.
Still, it’s a sure bet the first humans hunting meals big enough to eat them would have
grabbed at these godlike gadgets. Ever since we could tell each other where the ripe
berries were, humans have indulged an insatiable hunger for the advantages, comfort and
validation talking confers.
Thanks to the Wireless Revolution, we can all be in constant touch, with hardly a
moment’s peace. From little sis to gramps, just about everyone has one of these Star
Trekkian personal communicators, folded small enough to slip into pockets or special
pouches over hearts or reproductive organs. Hurry while the offers last!
Samsung offers a pair of free phones and a $50/month Family Plan for both cell phones.
Nokia also gives away pairs of cell phones. Still other family cell phone deals “are
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absolutely free,” boasts a major Internet dealer. “Regular Price: $300.00 Your Price:
$0.00. Free long distance, free shipping and free accessories included.”
Brain surgery, special education, car crash recovery, Alzheimer’s, asthma, Parkinson’s,
Fibromyalgia, Multiple Sclerosis, cancer and cataract treatments not included.
At these rates, entire families can talk themselves right into their graves—and beyond.
After a spate of embarrassment from irate “corpses” interrupting their own funerals, at
least one funeral parlor now puts a cell phone inside each coffin for those who awaken in
unaccustomed surroundings.
Whatever your urgent need to communicate, just be sure to keep your call under two
minutes. That’s how long you have before radiation from your cell phone opens the
blood-brain barrier in the citadel of your skull like a drawbridge dropped before terrorists
and assassins. [CBC Radio]

BEYOND THE BLOOD-BRAIN BARRIER
All animals have barriers in their brains to keep blood poisons from invading and killing
brain cells. While this blood-brain barrier normally keeps the toxins and micro-organisms
that circulate in our blood out of our brains, Finish scientist Darius Leszczynski learned
that at current licensed limits for cell phone radiation, the blood-brain barrier gets
switched off, allowing blood poisons to attack brain cells. [Guardian June20/02]
You don’t want to lose too many.
Swedish neurosurgeon Leif Salford has confirmed that after two minutes of cell phone
exposures, the blood-brain barrier fails, allowing proteins to enter the brain. “We think
we are on to something very significant,” says Salford, who has been studying bloodbrain barrier changes since the late 1980s. [Electronics Australia Feb/00]
Once they stray into the brain, proteins that normally behave themselves in the blood
might trigger auto-immune diseases such as Fibromyalgia and Multiple Sclerosis.
Damaged nerve cells in the brain can also lead to the dementia associated with
Alzheimer’s, premature aging, and Parkinson’s disease. Even medications that under
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normal circumstances would not be able to penetrate the blood-brain-barrier can also
enter the brain during a cell phone conversation and do damage. [British Library Net
Sept14/03]

Dr. James Lin and other scientists have established that microwave radiation from cell
phones can cause changes in the blood-brain barrier lasting for up to five hours after a
single exposure.

“Slightly Cooked”—EMF & Microwaves
Electromagnetic Frequencies (EMF) include electrical emissions like cell phone
broadcasts, and the magnetic fields surrounding all electrical current. Both components of
EMF can interfere with cellular processes in brains and bodies. A study by Leszczynski
published in the journal Differentiation shows that several hundred chemicals
communicating vital processes in human brain cells can be altered by the weak
microwaves broadcast by mobile phones. [www.cancer-health.org]
Microwaves are very short waves of electromagnetic energy that travel through just about
everything at 186,282 miles per second. Frequencies from 1-30 GHz are commonly
designated “microwave”. It is not healthy to cook food or brains with microwaves. A
source close to a British government committee inquiring into cell phone safety leaked
this fried tidbit to Canada’s CBC: “One odd finding came up when we looked at
microwave radiation on nematode worms, that showed odd changes to the protein
structure. It was a kind of heat shock on the protein. You know, slightly cooked.” [CBC
Radio Dec 11/00]

Researcher Alan Frey believes that the headaches experienced by radio and radar
operators—and now widely reported among cell phone users—indicate microwaveinduced leakage of unwanted molecules into the brain. “Headaches may only be the most
obvious indicator of what is going on biologically,” he warned back in the mid-1980s.
[“Headaches from Cell Phones: Are They Real?” 1988]
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Nitrous Oxide regulates nerve transmissions and arterial flow to the brain. NOx also
appears to play a role in Alzheimer’s. If something restricts the NOx needed by your
brain—headaches result. [Electronics Australia Apr/00]
Dr. Moulder is Professor of Radiation Oncology, Radiology and Pharmacology/
Toxicology at the Medical College of Wisconsin. He confirms that cell phone-induced
headaches “are consistent with the effect of the radiation on the dopamine-opiate system
of the brain, and the permeability of the blood-brain barrier.” [Electronics Australia Feb/00;
www.cancer-health.org]

HOW A CELL PHONE WORKS
Dr. Moulder explains that cell phones and tower base
stations “are really two-way radios” using RF (Radio
Frequency) energy to communicate.
When someone speaks into a cell phone, the transmitter
bends the sound of their voice into a sine wave that
radiates out from the phone. Since the transmitter is
located next to the phone’s antenna, and both are
customarily held against the side of the head, 60% to
80% of the signal’s electrical and magnetic radiation pass into the brain at the speed of
light, pounding brain cells with jackhammer-like pulses 217 times every second.
“Resonant coupling” also takes place between the handset and the skull, which isn’t as
fun as it sounds. In this case—the brain case—microwaves emitted by a cell phone
match, entrain and override subtle bioelectrical functions within and between brain cells.
Other cells in the body are also affected. This is not good. [www.cancer-health.org]
Most US cell phones operate on either TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) or
CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) technology. Both methods allow multiple
conversations to piggyback on microsecond gaps to share a single channel. The rest of
the world’s cell phones use a Global System for Mobile Communications, called GSM
for short. [BreakForNews.com Sept 15/04]
Humans are also antennas. It turns out that as ambulatory bags of chemical reactions
triggered by electrical impulses, we have evolved into electrical conductors of exquisite
sensitivity. Every process taking place in cells as numerous and intricate as galaxies
depends for its orderly functioning on the same oscillating electrical frequencies as used
by cell phones.
Unfortunately, the TDMA frequency of 8.34 Hz corresponds to frequencies found in the
human brain—specifically alpha brain waves present during normal consciousness.
Living organisms are very likely sensitive to both the microwave carrier and the lower
frequency pulsing of TDMA signals. [www.cancer-health.org]
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Shouldn’t we stop right there?

LOW LEVEL ATTACK
Cell phone apologists lack a single independent study showing their products are safe.
They usually end up suppressing the studies they commission because even paid
scientists cannot go along with such troubling results.
The apologists’ main argument is that modern digital cell phones emit 90% less radiation
than their analog antecedents, operate at power levels from 0.6 to 5 watts—too low to be
dangerous.
But biological organisms operate at a fraction of these power levels. Living organisms are
not machines. When battery-operated “cells” interfere with our calcium-powered cells,
these microscopic critters react unpredictably in “non-linear” ways. So forget the slick
graphs brought by industry reps to public meetings concerning cell phone towers. The
effects of frequent or continuous microwave pulses on different metabolisms cannot be
predicted in unvarying lines of exposure and effect.

On the contrary, the damaging effects of individual cell phones held against the side of
the head and cell phone relay towers actually increase at low power levels. British
researchers say that very low electromagnetic effects impact the brain the most,. Lowlevel microwaves have also been shown to alter both the immune response and EEG heart
activity. [British Library Net Sept 14/03; BreakForNews.com Sept 15/04]
The British have also found that because the weak pulses emitted by today’s digital cell
phones mimic and jam the subtle signals of living cells, repeated disruption of these
internal electrical pathways can lead to disease and reduced brain function—including
reason and memory. [British Library Net Sept14/03]
Renowned biophysicist and electromagnetic radiation researcher Dr. Neil Cherry writes
in his book that dozens of epidemiological studies leave “little or no doubt that chronic
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low level exposure to radio frequency/microwave radiation produces increased cancer
risk.”
Issued and immediately buried by the Australian government in June 1994, an
investigation by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO) looked into the biological effects of electromagnetic radiation spreading like
invisible smog from telecommunications frequencies. The government study found that
“chronic, low level exposures are more relevant to public health risk [from]
electromagnetic radiations.” [CSIRO June/94]
In his study on the “Physics and Biology of Mobile Telephony”, Dr. Gerald Hyland
writes that while the radiation emitted by mobile phones is indeed of very low intensity,
the similarities between the oscillating frequencies of pulsed microwave radiation and the
electrochemical activities within humans “should prompt concern.” [Lancet 2000]
The high frequencies transmitted by cell phones deep into the brain used by today’s cell
phones are very close to the resonant frequency of the human brain—making it easy to
inadvertently jam signals used for thought and awareness, as well as the electrochemical
processes essential for the brain’s very survival. [www.cancer-health.org]
Dr. Hyland protests that neurological problems and other health effects regularly reported
by cell phone users and those exposed to base-station radiation are ignored in current
“safety” guidelines. Many cell phones sold today cannot even meet these inadequate
standards. [Lancet 2000]
Dr. John Moulder describes cell phones as emitters of a low-intensity electrical field that
can cause a disproportionately large response—in much the same way that a low-power
strobe light can induce seizures in susceptible people. “It is not the amount of energy
absorbed from the light that provokes the seizure,” he points out, “but rather the
information transmitted to the brain by the regularity of its flashing at a frequency that
the brain ‘recognizes’ because it matches or is close to a frequency utilized by the brain
itself.”
Exposure to pulsed microwave radiation can induce epileptic activity in rats. So it’s “not
surprising,” Dr. Moulder adds, that susceptible children exposed to base-station radiation
are being stricken with epileptic seizures. [www.cancer-health.org]
Remember, too that whenever a cell phone is operating, its low-power electromagnetic
field surges with the power spikes needed to allow more people to simultaneously
communicate from the same base-station. Another low frequency pulsing at 2 Hz occurs
when phones are turned on to receive calls while in close proximity to the kidneys, heart,
ovaries or testicles. [Epidemiology Jan/01]
A cell phone typically transmits EMR at a power level of 2 watts. But it often spikes
much higher to keep the signal steady. Dr. Salford at Sweden’s prestigious Lund
University and his colleges found that even at one-ten-thousands of a watt, albumen
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proteins increased in the brains of half the rats examined. This indicates that the bloodbrain barrier was opened when exposed to extremely low power levels.
It also implies that anyone in the vicinity of a cell phone tower or anyone using a cell
phone could be receiving harmful electromagnetic radiation. Neurologists say that “nonusers” continuously exposed to emissions from cell phones and towers could be at risk of
developing Alzheimer’s disease, Multiple Sclerosis and Parkinson’s disease. [Observer Mar
14/99; Apr 11/99]

I THOUGHT THESE THINGS WERE SAFE
Radio waves coming from cell phone frequencies are powerful enough to break cellular
bonds. But cell phone “safety” guidelines look only at the heating of tissues—which is
like saying that smoking won’t hurt you if you don’t burn yourself. The more drastic and
persistent “non-thermal effects” of mobile phones, including the mass destruction of
brain cells, are not regulated at all.
The only cell phone safety parameter is the amount of heating over one square-centimeter
of skin. This is measured by the “Standard Absorption Rate” (SAR). Established in the
1950s, these maximum allowable “radiated power levels” were based on levels an adult
male human body could withstand without causing a 1°C rise in body temperature.
The World Health Organization calls mobile phones “safe” when they do not exceed
roughly one watt of energy absorbed by one pound of body tissue. For cellular telephone
frequency bands of 900MHz and 1.8GHz, 1991 USA guidelines set the SAR at 1.6 Watts
per Kilogram for civilians. Anyone working with extremely high-power military radar,
radio and microwave transmitters is exempt from these regulations—but not from the
effects.
Concentrating on the wrong variable—heat—SAR standards average out the power
spikes erupting from cell phones. So cell phones that regularly microwave “hot spots” in
brain tissue at up to seven-times the average power used for licensing actually “comply”
with the much lower limits. [www.cancer-health.org; BreakForNews.com]
Another big headache for regulators and consumers alike is that cell phones pass or flunk
inadequate safety tests depending on how they are held. A phones may simply be reoriented until it passes. Of course, users have no way to determine if they are holding
these bio-grenades in the safest or the most cell-damaging position, which vary from
phone to phone. [www.cancer-health.org]
Memory impairment is showing up in rats exposed to just one microwatt per square
centimeter heating of skin—or the equivalent of only 0.6 watts per kilogram—for 45
minutes, using both old-style analog and modern pulsed phones. [BreakForNews.com Sept
15/04; CSIRO June/94]
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It’s true that not all people are rats. But as Aussie electronics columnist Stewart Fist
points out on his excellent website, “DNA is DNA, whether in mice or people.” And
mouse DNA is about the same size as human DNA. But mice and humans absorb energy
from electrical fields differently. Humans are much taller antennas. When you hold a cell
phone against your head, Fist writes, you are absorbing four to ten times more energy
than those now-forgetful mice. [Electronics Australia Nov/98; Dec/99; July/00]

Biggest Insurers Refuse To Cover Cell Phone Risks
When it comes to covering cell phone liabilities, big insurers are saying, “Can’t hear you
now.” Lloyds and other major underwriters are not buying the SAR safety standards.
Fears that mobile phones will be linked to cancer and Alzheimer’s have prompted the
world’s biggest insurers to refuse to cover manufacturers against the risk of being sued if
their clever inventions turn out to be another health disaster.
When research published in April 1999 by Bristol University showed a “highly
significant” effect from mobile phone signals on brain function, Lloyd’s of London
decided to take a pass on repeating its nightmare with asbestos, which also “wasn't a
problem” before nearly bankrupting the insurance giant in the early 1990s.
British government regulators have also refused to give mobile phones a clean bill of
health until comprehensive independent research has been carried out into the nonheating effects of microwave radiation emitted by handsets. [Observer Apr 11/99]

Driving Drunk While Sober
In yet another warning in Lancet, Dr. Kenneth
Rothman says his research indicates that the main
public health concern should be motor vehicle
collisions—not brain cancer. The risk of crashing
your vehicle is 600% greater if you’re “on the
phone”—or have just completed your call. Heavy
mobile users are involved in twice as many fatal
road accidents than light users. [www.cancerhealth.org]

Startled by $4 billion a year in extra claims among
cell phone-wielding drivers, North American insurers did a double take when they
discovered it was not the distraction of operating phones that was causing this epidemic
of crashes. After all, people hold conversations, eat meals, apply make-up, even make out
while driving. These inattentive crackups form the baseline above which cell phonerelated crashes spike.
Instead, it was found that accidents involving cell phone are being caused by
electromagnetic signals from cellular phones interfering with the brain’s ability to
concentrate and coordinate activities as complex as driving a car. Rather than being just
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another dangerous distraction, tests conducted by the US Department of Energy found
that using a cell phone severely impairs memory and reaction times.
For drivers on the phone, University of Toronto
investigators report that the heightened probability
of cracking up persists for up to 15-minutes after
completing a call. “That’s comparable to the risk
of crashing while driving dead drunk,” exclaims
Dr. Chris Runball, chairman of the BC Medical
Association’s emergency medical services
committee. [Observer Oct 17/04]
Reeling from an onslaught of “dial-a-collision”
costs not yet borne by the industry responsible,
the government of British Columbia may yet join England, Spain, Israel, Switzerland,
Australia and Brazil in restricting or banning the use of cellphones by drivers in motion.
Their passengers should be similarly constrained. [www.rense.com; Observer Oct 17/04]

Hands-Free Crashes
Drivers using phones “miss signals and are slow to react,” CBS correctly reported. “It
doesn’t matter if the driver is actually holding the cell phone.” [CBS Aug 16/01]
“Hands-free” mobile speakerphones cause even more crashes because they typically emit
10-times more brainwave interference than handheld units. UK chief medical officer
Liam Donaldson says the government's decision to remove the health approval on handsfree kits followed a number of investigations showing that hands-free devices may even
channel radiation into the user’s head through the connecting wire. The Lancet driving
study predicted, “new laws, like one in New York that bans handheld cell phones, won't
reduce the risk of accidents.” [Observer Oct 17/04; The Lancet Nov 25/00]

DIALING CELLS
“Cellular phones” are aptly named. Every call you make, every conversation you have on
one of these radiating devices dials your cells directly. And the message is: HANG UP!
Just 13% of the cells exposed to mobile phone radiation remain intact and able to
function. [Sunday Times Sept 21/97]
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While you chat on your cell phone, your brain cells are also chattering away in chemical
codes. Each enzyme exchange pumps life-giving chemistry through a cell one-tenth-of-avolt. This subtle electrochemical dialogue also releases calcium and sodium ions that
inhibit runaway cell division, and block rogue molecules from unlocking cellular
“receptors” and bringing their mayhem inside. [Electronics Australia Apr/00; Dec/98]
These vital whisperings between cells are disrupted by cell phones. Researchers have
found that levels of calcium increase with both low-level and high-level exposures to cell
phone radiation—leading to pre-cancerous conditions. Excessive calcium found outside
cells following EMR exposure show increased cell growth.
In the early 1970s, Australian scientist Dr. Ross Adey traced calcium processes in cells to
measure the effects of EMR exposure. Hired by the cell phone industry to defend their
products, this leading corporate researcher found that cell phone effects are frequencydependent. Cell phone microwaves measured at one-tenth British “safety” guidelines
emit the frequencies causing the biggest changes in cell calcium levels. Through these
calcium changes, cell phone transmissions inhibit the cell’s ability to limit cell division.
[Electronics Australia Sept/99]

With 300 papers investigating radiation effects on cells, Dr. Adey is one of the most
widely published and quoted cell phone researchers on our trembling planet. After 40
years spent looking at how cells communicate with each other using calcium ion flows
and tiny electrical impulses, he is also a fierce advocate of much lower cell phone
radiation standards.
Back in the late nineties, when the US National Council for Radiation Protection and
Measurement was evaluating powerline emissions standards, Dr. Adey chaired that
committee. After years of work, the NCRP found that the permitted exposure standard in
the USA was far too high, and that real risks extended into homes and schools situated
near power lines.
Their draft report was ignored by government regulators.
“From this pioneering research, it is my considered view that there is unequivocal
laboratory and epidemiological evidence pointing to potentially adverse health effects of
radiofrequency and microwave radiation,” Dr. Adey wrote. [Electronics Australia Nov/99]

Pulsing Pulsing Pulsing Pulsing Pulsing Pulsing
The problem is all this pulsing. Cell phones transmit in bursts hundreds of times each
second. Cellular base stations crank power up and down to adjust to the strength of the
signals they receive, radiating energy spiking as high as 240-times.
These strobing pulses are attended by low-frequency emissions and by harmonics created
when electromagnetic waves intersect each other, altering their characteristics. Cell
phones licensed to operate at a certain frequency also emits radiation at other frequencies.
These so-called “harmonics” are supposed to be 1/10,000 of the licensed transmitting
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frequency. USA Wireless has found none of the phones they tested met this requirement.
[www.cancer-health.org]

Broken Windows
What about cell phone harmonics and humans?
Cell phones are licensed for specific power levels
and frequencies. But it has recently been
discovered that “windows” form when randomly
intersecting frequencies resonate unpredictably.
When such cell phone harmonics occur, these
unintended variations in power levels and
frequencies often exceed licensed limits.
[Electronics Australia July/00; CSIRO June/94]

Cordless phones also send low frequency
magnetic fields deep into the user’s head. Spread
invisibly almost everywhere by the Wireless
Revolution, magnetic fields may be responsible
for loss of memory, lethargy, inability to think coherently and related symptoms
commonly blamed on the “dumbing down” of TV-addled North Americans—who absorb
still more EMR from the set.

Red Flags
British Electrical Engineer and EMF-bioeffects researcher Alasdair Philips is director of
Powerwatch. “We now receive frequent calls from regular mobile-phone users reporting
headaches, loss of concentration, skin tingling or burning or twitching, eye ‘tics’, very
poor short-term memory, buzzing in their head at night, and other less common effects,”
he reports.
“Headaches often come first, and/or skin effects. Then concentration and short-term
memory tends to deteriorate. At first it can be missing the turning off a motorway that
you intended to take. Then it is forgetting appointments. It usually firstly affects learning
or remembering new facts, similar to early signs of dementia. Things you learnt long ago
are still usually there, but new things just don’t seem to go in to your memory any more.
“Users also report excessive tiredness. Many reports are from engineers who used their
phone extensively and were very skeptical of EMF adverse health effects until they
started to experience them.” [www.BreakForNews.com]

Cherry
Neil Cherry is a biophysicist at Lincoln University in Christ Church, New Zealand. He
considers the proliferation of cell phones, microwave towers and microwave pollution to
be serious contributors to cancer, brain tumors and increasing neurological problems
among the human population.
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“Eleven thousand Scandinavian cell phone users were studied and they showed
significant neurological effects in a dose-response manner, such as headaches, fatigue,
tiredness and dizziness. An Australian study also recorded nausea. There is also a higher
incidence of cardiac problems,” Dr. Cherry says. Rating the risk from using a cell phone,
“extremely high,” he emphasizes, “The neurological effects are noticed within minutes of
using a cell phone.” [ ]

“Terrifying”
Neurosurgeon Leif Salford says that cell phone users already headed for Alzheimer’s or
dementia in old age will get these conditions much earlier, while those who would have
escaped both maladies are at greater risk of succumbing to them. Salford’s best scenarios
show both risk groups having a “significantly diminished” number of working brain cells
throughout their lives if they habitually use cell phones or live in the electrosmog
produced by microwave transmitting antennas.
Salford and his colleagues at Sweden’s prestigious Lund University have published
“before and after” images showing a clear link between radiation emitted by GSM mobile
phones—the most common type used worldwide—and brain damage. After 50 days, rat
brains exposed to cell phone pollution show significant blood vessel leakage, as well as
areas of shrunken damaged neurons. Salford adds, “If this effect is transferred to young
humans the effects can be terrifying.” [Daily Mail Nov6/99]
Terrifying?
Leif Salford calls exposing the brain to microwaves from hand-held mobile phones the
largest human biological experiment ever attempted. He worries that, as new wireless
technology spreads, “people may drown in a sea of microwaves.”

The Eyes Have It
Even if we close our eyes, cancer can result when radio frequency radiation released by a
handheld cell phone bounces back and forth in eye sockets filled with naturally
conductive fluid. Research from the University of Essen in Germany shows how this
watery uveal layer comprising the iris and base of the retina absorbs cell phone radiation
with every call, increasing the chances of contracting eye cancer. [Epidemiology Jan/01]
As a London newspaper explained, “Cells called melanocytes found in the uveal layer
started growing and dividing more rapidly when exposed to microwave radiation. Since
uveal melanoma starts within such cells, there is a ready-made mechanism by which
mobile phone radiation might help to initiate cancer—especially in people with a genetic
predisposition to the condition.” [London Sunday-Times Jan14/01]
CSIRO found that the lens of the eye is acutely sensitive to RF radiation. “The lens of the
eye is susceptible to microwave and RF heating because of its lack of a blood supply and
hence limited heat dissipating capability. Its constituent fibers have a limited capacity for
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repair and tend to accumulate the effects of minor insults,” the Aussie cell phone study
found.
The frequencies hardest on eyes are in the range of 1-10 GHz. “Studies show the retina,
iris and corneal endothelium of primates to be susceptible to low level pulsed microwave
radiation,” CSIRO said. [CSIRO June/94]
CSIRO also reported that the absorption of radiofrequency electromagnetic energy,
particularly in the Gigahertz frequency range, has been shown to result in damage to
ocular tissues in experimental animal studies. The severity of damage depends on the
transmission frequency and depth of penetration, which in turn depends on the power of
the cell phone’s electromagnetic field, and duration of exposure. Every day some 300
million users are activating new 1.9 Gigahertz cell and portable phones. These powerful
new RF emitters broadcast waves that whip bodily cells back and forth nineteen hundred
million times a second. [www.tuberose.com]
Eyes this fatigued can grow dim.
The most vulnerable areas to heat are the eyes and the testes, Dr. John Moulder reports
from the Medical College of Wisconsin. Cataract formation and reduced sperm counts are
well-documented acute exposure hazards. A research team from the University of Szeged
in Hungary studied 221 men for 13 months and compared the sperm of those who used
their cell phones heavily with those who did not. Men who carried a phone with them on
stand-by throughout the day had significantly lower sperm concentration. Those who had
the phone in use had sperm counts lowered by up to 30 percent. [www.cancer-health.org;
www.davidmorehouse.com]

Glaucoma drugs and cell phones pose special dangers. Application of the glaucoma drug
timolol maleate reduced the threshold for microwave-induced damage to just 0.26 W/kg.
CSIRO June/94]

Dream On
Using a cell phone for just a half-hour can also mess with your dreams. A worldrenowned sleep laboratory at the University of Zurich has found that talking on a cell
phone during the day significantly alters your brain’s electrical activity after you fall into
a sleep that is far from restful. Dr. Moulder says Reports of sleep disruption are consistent
with effects of cell phone radiation on melatonin levels. [BBC News June27/04; www.cancerhealth.org]

At night in bed, one user told this reporter, “You’re sitting in the twilight zone. Your mind
doesn’t come off the clicks.”
The good news is that Lai and Singh of the U. of Washington have since found that
melatonin supplements, and other anti-oxidants capable of crossing the blood-brain
barrier and neutralizing free radicals, can counter effects of cell phone pollution that
destroy melatonin—causing the insomnia encountered by many habitual cell phone users.
[Electronics Australia Dec/98]
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We Forgot To Mention It
Scientists have known for a decade that cell phones and their
relay towers interfere with the life processes in human cells.
Published in 1994, the “Barnett Report” produced by Dr. Stan
Barnett of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation for the Aussie government CSIRO
“remains the best independent, thorough overview of the
state of research into EMF and possible health implications,”
judges Australia’s electromagnetics watchdog, Stewart Fist.
CSIRO said the speediest pathway for cancer promoters to
spark cell proliferation “involves interference with normal
cellular control.” What kind of interference? The CSIRO
study found “some evidence that EMR alters enzyme
synthesis in ways similar to known chemical cancer promoters. [CSIRO June/94]

Cell phone radiation intrusion into human brains

SPARE THE CHILDREN
When cell phone radiation starts whipping the rapidly dividing cells in children and
teenagers back-and-forth 217 times a second, it’s easy for DNA blueprints to get torn at
the moment a new cell is being formed. A child’s thinner skull, smaller head, high-speed
metabolism and still-developing nervous system make them especially vulnerable
conductors of electromagnetic radiation.
“Leading medical experts now question whether it is safe for children to use mobile
phones at all,” reports Britain’s Sunday Mirror. “Doctors fear that disturbed brain activity
in children could lead to psychiatric and behavioral problems or impair learning ability.”
[Sunday Mirror Apr/04]

Dr. Gerald Hyland is one MD “extremely disturbed” by findings released n April 2004 by
the Spanish Neuro Diagnostic Research Institute in Marbella, Spain. “The results show
that children’s brains are affected for long periods even after very short-term use,” this
mobile phone adviser told the British government. “Their brain wave patterns are
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abnormal and stay like that for a long period. This could affect their mood and ability to
learn in the classroom if they have been using a phone during break time, for instance.”
Dr. Hyland and other MDs worry that the cell phone’s deep penetration into children’s
brains could cause kids to lose their ability to concentration and remember—making it
impossible to learn. [Sunday Mirror Apr/04]
Cell phone use is also linked with aggressive behavior in kids. Studies show that anyone
exposed to cell phone energy may experience “radical changes” in mood and behavior.
After measuring the relatively low electromagnetics in urban areas in 1975 as a baseline,
Dr. William Blise is currently clinically diagnosing depression and violence among a
microwaved populace that has since grown to include most of us. These effects may be
even more pronounced in more susceptible adolescents and children. [EMF Health Report
March/April, 1995]

German Researcher Dr. Michael Klieeisen conducted the Spanish study. “We never
expected to see this continuing activity in the brain,” he told reporters – after turning cell
phones off. “We are worried that delicate balances that exist, such as the immunity to
infection and disease, could be altered by interference with chemical balances in the
brain.”
“This information shows there really isn’t a safe amount of mobile phone use,” Dr.
Hyland emphasizes. “We don’t know what lasting damage is being done by this exposure.
If I were a parent, I would now be extremely wary about allowing my children to use a
mobile even for a very short period. My advice would be to avoid mobiles.” This advice
includes cordless phones. [Sunday Mirror Apr/04]
A long-term monkey study shows that primates exposed to cell phone radiation reduce
their food intake and became lethargic. This form of EMF-induced lethargy has also been
noted in other primate research, including humans. Symptoms include a substantially
reduced ability to learn.

Cellphones And Asthma
Alarming asthma increases among children and adults are also linked to cell phone
pollution. Attempting to explain the 25% increase in asthma cases throughout
metropolitan Sydney—and a 5% increase in death rates in that Australian city—respected
cell phone researcher Peter Franch found the production of bronchial spasm-causing
histamine to nearly double after exposure to cellular phone frequencies in that “wireless”
city. This disruptive histamine production persists after the phone is shut off. Franch also
found that cellular phone frequencies inhibit our body’s cellular response to antiasthmatic drugs. [“Bioeffects of Cellular Phone Use” by John A.G. Holt]
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Children, Cell Phones And Cancer
One of the most worrying trends in medicine is the spreading epidemic of leukemia
among children. A Swiss study exposed mice to low-power pulsed microwaves for 4.5
minutes a day, five days a week. After 59 weeks the exposed mice had 3.5 times the rate
of lymphatic or myeloid leukemia than among controls.
Cell phones may not “cause” cancer. But they can trigger it. An exhaustive CSIRO study
in Australia found that EMR exposure is “unlikely to have a direct effect on tumor
initiation.” Problem is, they went on, evidence of subtle changes in cell proliferation
during and after a cell phone call could indicate tumor promotion. Either way, you now
have a problem not mentioned in the brochures.
“In vivo studies have shown accelerated rates of
growth of certain tumors when microwave
exposure is applied after the initiation of known
carcinogens,” CSIRO said. “Stress is an important
potential confounder.” [CSIRO June/94]
Whether used in ovens or phones, microwaves
cause measurable stress reactions in exposed
organisms. Now we learn that the use of these
appliances could trigger latent leukemia—
particularly among children.
“I believe that 30% of all childhood cancers are
associated with EMF exposure,” declares Dr. David Carpenter, Dean at the School of
Public Health, State University of New York.
But kids showing off with cell phones are not about to give them up. A potentially
apocalyptic survey has found 87% of 11- to 16-year-olds in Britain own mobile phones;
40% of them spend 15 minutes or more talking each day on them. Even faced with
government warnings, seven out of 10 kids said they would not give up their “mobiles”.
[Sunday Mirror Apr/04]

Shouldn’t we be applying the Precautionary Principle, which says products must not be
introduced until proven safe—and if serious questions remain unresolved, this technology
must be withdrawn or withheld.
Sir William Stewart thinks so. “In line with our precautionary approach at this time we
believe the widespread use of mobile phones by children for non-essential calls should be
discouraged,” he advises from Tayside University in Scotland. [CBC Dec 11/00]
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THE “BIG C”
With plenty of help from mass media profiting from cell phone advertisers, entire
cultures are becoming addicted to the convenience of cell phones they had never missed
before. How convenient is cancer?
The risks are real. Swedish biophysicists, among others, report that the risk of developing
brain tumors increases with phone use. Other studies show that adults who spend more
than an hour a day yacking on their cell phones increase the risk of developing a type of
rare tumor by 30% on the side of the head to which a cell phone or cordless phone is
held. [Daily Mail Mar17/03; Evening Standard Mar17/03]
For children, the hazards are even higher.
Currently working at the Microwave Therapy Centre in Perth, Australia, surgeon-turnedradiotherapist Dr. John Holt has spent 42 years probing cancer causes. Since 1996, Holt
has looked at cell phones as a possible cancer culprit. Pointing to chromosome and
genetic analysis by Dr. Peter Franch at St. Vincent's Hospital in Sydney, Australia that
showed how cells are permanently damaged by cellular phones, Holt warns, “Once the
damage is created, the damage is irrecoverable—and inherited unchanged, from
generation to generation.”
Whiplashed by cell phone frequencies, lymphocytes cells can lose their ability to “mark”
and destroy cancer cells. Research also shows that 60-Hertz magnetic fields cause cancer
cells to permanently increase their rate of growth by as much as 1,600%, and develop
more malignancy.

A Fox In The Henhouse Defends The Chickens
In 1993, the wireless industry association hired epidemiologist Dr. George Carlo to
manage a six-year, $28 million dollar research program looking into cell phone safety.
When Dr. Carlo identified and confirmed genetic damage from wireless phone radiation,
he did something completely unanticipated by his employers. He told the truth.
Cell Phones: Invisible Hazards in the Wireless Age blames the wireless industry and
federal regulators for not following up on studies showing DNA damage and other health
hazards from wireless telephone use.
“Carlo’s research concluded cell phone users were twice as likely to suffer from brain
cancer and rare tumors than non-users,” ABC subsequently reported. [ABC 20/20 May26/00;
CSIRO June/94]

Here is what Dr. Carlo told AT&T, his employer:
Mr. C. Michael Armstrong
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
AT & T Corporation
New York
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Oct 7, 1999
Since 1993, I have headed the WTR surveillance and research program funded by
the wireless industry… to identify and solve any problems concerning consumers’
health that could arise from the use of these phones. This past February, at the
annual convention of the CTIA [Cellular Telephone Industry Association], I met
with the full board of that organization to brief them on some surprising findings
from our work.
Specifically, I reported: The rate of death from brain cancer among handheld
phone users was higher than the rate of brain cancer death among those who used
non-handheld phones that were away from their head.
The risk of acoustic neuroma, a benign tumor of the auditory nerve that is well in
range of the radiation coming from a phone’s antenna, was 50% higher in people
who reported using cell phones for six years or more. That relationship between
the amount of cell phone use and this tumor appeared to follow a dose-response
curve: The risk of rare neuro epithelial tumors on the outside of the brain was
more than doubled, a statistically significant risk increase in cell phone users as
compared to people who did not use cell phones;
Laboratory studies looking at the ability of radiation from a phone’s antenna to
cause functional genetic damage were definitively positive, and were following a
dose-response relationship.
Today, I sit here extremely frustrated and concerned that appropriate steps have
not been taken by the wireless industry to protect consumers during this time of
uncertainty about safety. Alarmingly, indications are that some segments of the
industry have ignored the scientific findings suggesting potential health effects,
have repeatedly and falsely claimed that wireless phones are safe for all
consumers including children, and have created an illusion of responsible follow
up by calling for and supporting more research.
…From a public health perspective, it is critical for consumers to have the
information they need to make an informed judgment about how much of this
unknown risk they wish to assume in their use of wireless phones. I would like to
openly ask for your help in distributing the summary findings we have complied
of our work. I am asking you to help us do the right thing.
Sincerely yours,
George L. Carlo PhD, M.S., J.D
Chairman Wireless Technology Research
Washington DC
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Trouble At Telstra
A team of scientists funded by the Australian communications giant Telstra to investigate
possible links between cellular phones and cancer has turned up one of the most
significant findings of adverse health effects.
The study conducted at the Royal Adelaide Hospital looked at 200 mice, half exposed
and half not exposed to pulsed digital phone radiation. The mice were molested with
GSM-type pulsed microwaves at a power-density equivalent to a digitally pulsed cell
phone transmitting for two 30-minute periods each day. Most mobile phones zap between
10 and 30 times more radiation into the user’s head than those Aussie mice were exposed
to.
The exposed group experienced a doubling of cancer rates. [www.BreakForNews.com]
Telstra’s favorite scientist Dr. Michael Repacholi had previously promoted the safety of
cell phones in court cases against base-stations and towers. But Repacholi reversed his
polarity in 1999, warning that low levels of non-ionizing radiation can create changes in
animal tissue. [Electronics Australia Dec/99]

Cancer In Mind
Have you ever noticed how, when your cell phone rings next to your computer, the
monitor goes haywire? What do you think is happening to the electrical signals in your
brain, which uses a lot less power than your computer screen?
And isn’t it odd that cell phones must be turned off to avoid interfering with electrical
equipment in hospitals and airliners—but not when interfering with the electrical
equipment in our heads?
Across the USA between 1975 and 1977, the primary brain tumor incidence rose from 4.5
in every 100,000 to 4.9. After staying roughly the same for eight years, it then jumped to
5.3 in 1985. Since then, an American’s odds of contracting brain cancer have hovered in
the 5.2 to 5.5 range. Similar changes, ranges, and increases have been seen in England,
France, Germany, and Italy. [Electronics Australia Oct/99]
Is this evidence of a cell phone/brain cancer spike? In 2002, the Journal of Cellular
Biochemistry confirmed that heavy cell phone use could trigger brain cancer and other
diseases by interfering with the body’s repair of wayward cells.
Dr. Theodore Litovitz, a biophysicist and professor emeritus of physics at Catholic
University, worked with a team of scientists looking at stress hormones released by cell
phones similar to the stress proteins released by “microwaving” food. “Because stress
proteins are involved in the progression of a number of diseases, heavy daily cell-phone
usage could lead to great incidence of disorders such as Alzheimer’s and cancer,” Litovitz
says. [Daily Mail Nov6/99]
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A member of the World Health Organization’s review panel for Radio Frequency
research, Dr. Stephen Cleary demonstrated an altered rate of DNA synthesis and
increased proliferation of human glioma cancers of the brain and nervous tissue after a
single exposure to microwave radiation. Gliomas seem to be particularly related to Radio
Frequency (RF) and Extreme Low Frequency (ELF) exposures.
At the University of Washington, Dr. William Guy watched nearly every test animal die
from malignant tumors and immune system breakdown after five years’ exposure to lowlevel electromagnetic fields. The EPA took a look and found Dr. Guy’s $5 million study
“to have demonstrated the carcinogenic action of this type of pulsed RF radiation”
emitted by cell phones and cell phone towers. [Washington Post June7/95]
In 1990, the Environmental Protection Agency recommended that magnetic fields be
classified as “Class B” carcinogens. This category for “probable human carcinogens”
includes formaldehyde, DDT, dioxins and PCBs. [Dr. Robert Becker, Cross-Currents]

SNIPPING DNA
Even if you escape cell phone cancer roulette, you’re not off the hook. The most vital
processes of healthy minute-by-minute cellular functioning depend on microscopic
transactions involving trace amounts of chemicals. Free radicals are released like rust by
the oxidative processes involved in burning food for energy at the cellular level. Swarms
of free radicals also form whenever electromagnetic radiation interacts with water
molecules in our brains and bodies.
Regardless how they pop into existence, free radicals associated with aging and related
wear-and-tear on human bodies usually persist for scant nanoseconds before settling
down in electrically neutral marriages with attractive electrons displaying opposite spin.
Free radicals thwarted from such matchmaking by mobile phone emissions start racing
around wrenching cellular electrons out of their orbits while looking for companion
molecules to bind to. Electron spin is a key factor in all chemical bonds. And magnetic
fields and other external electrical influences can alter sub-atomic orbits, turning free
radicals into even more damaging dervishes. [Electronics Australia Apr/00]

The result can be alteration of enzymes essential for healthy cellular functions, and the
inaudible snapping of the DNA strands suspending our life over whatever comes next.
With each strand of DNA forming a double-helix, breaks on one side of this twisted
ladder are much easier to repair than those where both sides are broken. The body’s
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cellular repair crews usually fix single strand breakages. But double-strand breaks
collapse the DNA ladder and can lead to serous problems.
Exposure to both continuous wave and pulsed Radio Frequencies produce double strand
breaks that are known to lead to cell death. NP Singh and biomedical scientist Dr. Henry
Lai at the University of Washington reported finding DNA strand breaks at levels of only
one-fifth of American “safety” limits.
In 1997 Lai and Singh raised alarms when they repeatedly found double-strand breakages
in DNA in live rat brains after just two hours’ low-level exposure to both pulsed and older
analogue cell phones. Double-strand breaks create serious genetic alterations of the DNA
strands, and can lead to cancer, cell death or mutagenic problems. [www.cancer-health.org;
Electronics Australia Nov/99]

Rat brains show fewer DNA breaks during cell phone exposure than brain cells checked
four hours after exposure. Most cells confronting crippled genes are programmed to
safely self-destruct. But smaller “insults” from chronic microwave exposure
accumulating over years without triggering the body’s immune defenses may be much
more dangerous. [Electronics Australia Dec/98]

TOWERS OF BABEL
Even if you do not own a cell phone and want nothing to do with them, you may still
become a casualty of the Wireless Revolution. If this craze continues, cell phone towers
and relay satellites will soon irradiate nearly every city on a space colony called Earth. It
might pay to “watch the birdies”—who avoid microwave fields if they can. And die
within seconds if they can’t.
Canadian researchers working with parakeets, chickens, pigeons and seagulls 30 years
ago, found that feathers act as antenna conveying microwave energy to the birds. Alfonso
Balmori Martinez has documented the decline and disappearance of white storks, house
sparrows, and free-tailed bats from the vicinity of cellular base stations.
More than 50 residential and occupational studies support
the conclusion that exposure to electromagnetic fields
from cell phone towers and other sources promotes brain
cancer, female and male breast cancer, miscarriages and
other serious health maladies. [EMR Alliance Network News
Spring/95]

In nearby Germany, Wolfgang Volkrodt surprised
environmentalists when he linked forest dieback to
microwave radiation, rather than acid rain. Autopsies
showed cows grazing under cell phone towers “dying of
acute circulatory collapse and bleeding from several organs.”
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Other cows bathing in invisible cell phone tower emissions showed “severely reduced
milk yields, emaciation, spontaneous abortions, and stillbirths.” When the cows were
relocated in pastures far from the transmitting tower, their condition improved. But it
deteriorated when they were brought back. These adverse effects appeared only after
GSM microwave antennae were installed on a tower formerly used to transmit only nonpulsed television and radio signals. [www.cancer-health.org]
In France, it was discovered that the closer people live to a cell tower, the more likely
they are to experience dizziness, nausea, memory loss and other neurological symptoms.
Similar results were found in Spain. The Dutch government sponsored experiments
showing that people exposed to cell tower signals “experienced dizziness, nervousness,
chest pain, shortness of breath, numbness and tingling, weakness, and difficulty
concentrating.” [Observer Oct 17/04]
When studies showed leukemia to be more common among mobile phone users, cell
biologist Fiorenzo Marinelli and his Italian research team began exposing this
increasingly common cancer to the same 900-megahertz frequency of many mobile
networks. The cancer cells were subjected to the same low-power outputs experienced by
people living, working or studying in the vicinity of cell phone towers.
After 24 hours’ continuous exposure to low power microwaves, 20% of leukemia cells
were killed. After 48 hours’ exposure, these effects reversed. As the cancer’s survival
mechanisms went into overdrive, three different genes that trigger cells to multiply were
activated, “making them replicate ferociously,” reported the Guardian. “The cancer,
although beaten back for a brief spell, had become more aggressive.” [Guardian Nov11/02]

Studies, More Studies, Still More Studies
In Sydney, delighted residents and visitors in the world’s first wireless city can send
emails, make calls, and access the Internet from their laptops without plugging in.
But four epidemiological studies of microwave and TV towers used as cell-tower proxies
were conducted in Sydney, Honolulu and twice in the UK. All showed significantly
higher leukemia rates in people living around transmission towers. The Sydney study
found childhood leukemia at more than twice the expected rate.
Dr. Bruce Hocking also found children living near three TV and FM broadcast towers
have more than twice the rate of leukemia than children living more than seven miles
away. The radio frequency and microwave radiation exposures measured by Hocking
were similar to those emitted by cellular towers. [EMF Health Report Mar/Apr’95]
Recent cell phone studies are finding significant biological effects at lower and lower
power densities. Researchers have reported irreversible sterility in mice exposed to SAR
heating of only 0.17 to 1.05 microwatts per square-centimeter in an “antenna park”. The
current US exposure standard of 579 microwatts per square centimeter is 500 times
higher. [www.cancer-health.org]
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The big and growing concern is for people and other animals continuously exposed to the
“blue smog” of microwave pollution. Base stations radiate up to 50 Watts per channel in
Australia—even more across rural America. In the UK and USA, newly introduced
“Picture Phones” featuring picture messaging are already boosting these tower
transmitted power levels. [Sky News]
Many sites now incorporate six or seven channels, electronics columnist Stewart Fist
explains. Highest power levels occur in a widening cone of transmission at up to 800 feet
from towers rising 150-feet or higher above the ground. “Even when only a few users are
active within a cell area, the carrier will have all time-slots filled,” he notes. [Electronics
Australia Mar/99; London Observer Apr11/04]

In New Zealand, cell phone towers are prohibited on school property because of possible
health effects: learning disabilities, cancer, leukemia, DNA damage, blood disorders,
brain tumors and electrical sensitivity. [EMF Health Report Mar/Apr’95]

EU Labels Cell Phones, Restricts Cell Phone Towers
Fears about radiation prompted the European Parliament to call for all mobile phones in
Europe to carry health warnings. In 1991 Euro-MPs also took the unusual step of
tightening proposals designed to regulate positioning of mobile phone transmitter masts.
Parliament voted “almost unanimously” on measures, which recognize that the low-level
radio waves emitted by transmitters may have long term, harmful effects on people.
[Observer Mar 14/99]

Citizens worldwide are increasingly protesting the unwanted intrusion of cell phone
towers in their neighborhoods. And they are winning. “It is perfectly rational to be totally
irrational about an intrusion of a bloody great tower into your private environment and
family life which: gives you no personal benefit, has a potential for harm, no matter how
minute the scientifically calculated risks, and is imposed upon you by government fiat
and/or corporate arrogance,” says Fist. [Electronics Australia Mar/99]

CELLPHONE MAFIA
Though some good people are trying, it will be difficult to deflect the cell phone Mafia.
Most users love their cell phones. And the wireless industry, which out-earns Big
Tobacco, has learned many lessons from the legally challenges to cigarette
manufacturers, and how they conducted their defense. Just as in the Tobacco Wars, the
cell phone industry has sought to control all relevant research by buying its scientists.
Motorola in the USA and Nokia in Europe are currently leading this “cell phones are
perfectly safe” approach. The wireless industry is also engaged with the American
Cellular Telephone Industry Association. Together, cell phone manufacturers earning $40
billion a year employ PR firm Burson-Marsteller, of Bhopal whitewash infamy to spread
claims attacked by their own hired researchers as dangerous fallacies.
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“The cell phone industry has consistently distorted the medical facts, and colored the
public presentation of adverse evidence,” Fist snorts [Electronics Australia Oct/99]
If cell phones are so safe, why are top researchers being persecuted?

Lai & Singh Are Out
The cell phone Mafia has also nearly shut down their most courageously outspoken
scientific critics. Seattle’s Bioelectromagnetic Research Laboratory at the U. of
Washington is the oldest, most productive laboratory conducting research into the
biomedical aspects of radio exposure.
At least, it was. The lab used by Henry Lai and NP Singh will soon close down after
losing their funding. This will be disastrous, Fist fulminates. “One of the key advantages
that such long-term programs provide is the ability to compare new results with past
findings in an experimental environment that has remained relatively consistent over the
years.”
When this laboratory closes, Fist notes, “the USA will lose its last independent, highly
specialized, bioelectromagnetic facility. Elsewhere, American scientific research and the
public release of information in this area are now controlled and manipulated by the
mobile phone industry through private laboratories” signing non-disclosure contracts to
keep their findings confidential. [Electronics Australia Nov/99]

Cleary Is Out
Dr. Stephen Cleary is most renowned for finding that human brain cells show altered
DNA after a single exposure to microwaves, and that such damage is probably
cumulative. The World Health Organization researchers is also retiring from further cell
phone research due to lack of funding, after being cut off by the cell phone industry’s
wireless research arm, and by Motorola—the biggest corporation giving grants to
compliant scientists.

Ross Adey Is Out
Motorola also withdrew its funding from Adey, whose laboratory at Loma Linda,
California quickly collapsed as a result.

Dr. Jerry Philips Is Out
Dr Jerry Phillips worked with Ross Adey. He, too, found his funding withdrawn after he
published a paper revealing DNA damage in primary lymph cells exposed to low-level
radiation—a finding that strongly backed the Lai-Singh research. Jerry Phillips has now
largely withdrawn from further research.
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Dr. Blackman Is Out
Blackman made the “window effects” discoveries that showed how different radio
frequencies create different biomedical outcomes. He also revealed the role of calcium
ions in cellular functions. Also a member of the WHO review panel, Dr. Blackman
retired after his funding was cancelled.

The EPA Is Out
The EPA’s Health Effects Laboratory is the US government regulator on cell phone
exposure. Because of a “funds-drought,” its work protecting Americans from harmful
electromagnetic radiation is severely curtailed. [Electronics Australia Nov/99]

The IEC Is In
Encouragingly, the International Electrotechnical Committee (IEC), which is one of the
oldest and most conservative of the United Nation’s regulatory organizations in Geneva,
is proposing the establishment of a new technical committee to be called “Human
exposure to EM fields.”
They say: “There is now great worldwide concern about the effects of electromagnetic
fields (EMF) on the health of exposed persons, either the general public or workers under
occupational conditions.” [Electronics Australia Jan/00]

Go Back To Sleep
Though a handful of early lawsuits brought against cell phone manufacturers and service
providers have been unsuccessful, more are certain to follow. In the meantime, a
common reaction to cautions concerning “cells” is, “Hey, these things must be okay.
Nobody’s dropping dead in the street yet.”
But birds are. Cattle are. And human death certificates don’t list the causes of fatal
diseases. Because of the lag time between exposure to carcinogens and the onset of
cancer, we have at best another decade years before the public wakes up to discover a
growing pile of corpses still clutching the cell phone that did them in.
Just like smoking.
While denying any possible danger, all major mobile manufacturers are quietly patenting
EMF-reducing cases and internal aerials. But what about all those towers, proliferating
like the cancers they could be promoting?
Powerwatch’s Alasdair Philips believes that regular cell phone use “is likely to have
adverse health consequences in many people who use them. The newer, digital, ones are
likely to have more biological effects than the older, analogue, ones. We feel that we need
to advise people to use them as little as possible.” [www.powerwatch.org]
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To those who say, “We aren’t seeing any widespread health effects from cell phones yet,”
Fist responds that statistical tools honed to identify isolated and acute disease occurrences
“are often inaccurate when applied to low-level chronic conditions. So it is possible that
most modern societies have been suffering the effects of long-term background R/F
exposures for a couple of generations, but no one has yet scientifically established the
link.” [Electronics Australia Mar/99]

THERE YOU ARE
Government authorities have jumped into the picture—but only to increase their control
over law-abiding citizens. Soon you won’t be able to phone your boss, spouse or parents
without disclosing your true location. At least, not if you’re using a “mobile” to phone in
phony excuses.
An FCC requirement that all new handheld phones include satellite tracking by
December 2005 ensures that your exact whereabouts will be broadcast to whomever
you’re talking to—and vice-versa. Besides aiding lost travelers, this automatic feature
will enable pinpoint tracking of cell phone calls by emergency services. And anyone else
interested in your whereabouts.
That person may be in a supermarket or on an airliner 30 feet away, and want to have sex
with you. You’ll know if your cell phone is “Bluetooth” equipped for ultra-short range
wireless text messaging, and you read “Toothing?” or a more explicit invitation on your
screen. This new craze combines cell phone exposure with the risk of contracting any
number of nasty diseases, or being lured into a lavatory cubicle and “rolled” by thieves.
Jon started the fad by replying to “Angela” on a British commuter train. He claims to
have had quick anonymous sex with five different women so far. “It was purely sexual,”
he reports. “Barely anything was said.” [Reuters Apr 21/04; BBC online]

HANDY GADGETS
Cell phones were also used to coordinate the terrorist attacks of 9/11, and for last calls
home from hijacked planes and the burning World Trade Center. None of these calls was
private. According to Congressional testimony by ex-CIA chief Stansfield Turner, every
cell phone call between each bin Laden cell in the USA had been intercepted for years
before the attack. [All Fall Down: The Politics of Terror and Mass Persuasion by William Thomas]
A cell phone was also used to detonate bombs in Madrid’s Atocha Station, killing more
than 200 people and injuring more than a thousand others. The instantaneous rallying of
Muslims and non-Muslims across Spain in nationwide solidarity against violence was
largely accomplished over cell phones—which saved lives reunited far-flung families
after the Great Tsunami of December 2004.
It would be silly not to use a cell phone in an emergency. The problem is that few calls on
and to our cells are emergencies. Even worse, as wireless devices shrink and proliferate,
they’re becoming much more pervasive and powerful. The newly introduced “Personal
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Communications Services” devices speed down the Information Highway at a blistering
1900 MHz. But who is driving? [Bankrate.com]
Just wait. The proposed transfer of solar electric energy from space will expose all living
organisms in range to a whopping 2450MHz.
That should do it.

PROGRESS AND STUFF
I know, I know. I shouldn’t question “progress”—or anything else, for that matter. Go
back to sleep and let the experts have some more slack to hang us all. One aggrieved
wireless tech advised me to “go back to my cave” after I refused to embrace cell phones
with the same blind enthusiasm once given to “perfectly safe” DDT, atomic power plants,
and cigarette smoking.
Still, I wonder about taking all those calls. After all, we are not machines meant to be
“on” all the time. Nor are humans meant to be available all the time. Just look at rats in
cages. Once we lose our last refuges of silence and serenity to cell phones, the next thing
we lose will be our wits.
Is what we’re saying on all those phones really that important? Do we remember that
whenever we are speaking, our brains basically shut off to input as we concentrate on
communicating? Shutting up and listening is good. People who pause and listen suffer
fewer accidents, do less damage, and have more fun. It is absolutely amazing what can be
picked up from the whispers of worlds within and without.
Oops, there I go again, swimming upstream like a waterlogged philosopher against
“progress” heading over Niagara Falls. Of course, the wireless world is going to be
terrific in ways that, once experienced, no person cloned to their brilliantly marketed Star
Trek Communicator could possibly dream of living without.
Or dream at all, for that matter.
Perhaps we are evolving into a new species. This is exciting! We can become our phones
and computers! But the outcome is always uncertain for machines. I prefer the wind in
my face to a breeze on my sensors.
The last Big Question is seldom raised above all the cheering for these magical dangerous
gadgets. It is this: Amidst so much wireless wonder, will we truly enjoy living in lockstep
with so many devices that are always on and never tire?
Do we enjoy it now?
____________________________________________________________________
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6 CELL PHONE TIPS
1. Don’t use a cell phone except
in an emergency.
2. Limit calls to 1 minute or
less, five minutes a month max.
3. Never use a cell phone while
driving. Park your vehicle and
get clear of its steel structure,
first. Wait at least 45 minutes
after the call before attempting
to drive.
4. Never use a cell phone near
children, especially in a metal vehicle.
5. Resist and remove cell phone relays from your schoolyards and neighborhood.
6. Conduct extended conversations on regular corded telephones.

GADGETS AND GILIHICKIES
Do separately purchased “cell phone radiation shields” work? Some do reduce signal
strength—and the user’s exposure to brain-penetrating microwaves. Cell phones with
internal antennas also reduce the phone’s electromagnetic emissions. These “patches”
also reduce the phone’s effective range, automatically boosting power levels from the
phone and its base station. (If a phone shield worked completely, you wouldn’t be able
top transmit.)
Because headsets that convey sound to the earpiece
through a wire also deliver microwave radiation
directly into your skull, 2002 CES award winner
RF3 Aircom Technology has developed an airfilled wireless tube they say, “delivers crystal clear
sound” while eliminating the possibility of
radiation reaching your head from the headset.
[www.tuberose.com]

The danger regarding apparent reduced radiation is
that users thinking they are “safe” tend to use their
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cell phones more—equalling or exceeding their previous exposure. The safest
modification you can make to your cell phone is with a hammer.
Dr. Mercola’s closing comment: “My recommendation? Keep the use down to
as low as possible. My use is less than five minutes per year. Let's keep those
brain cells alive!” [www.cancer-health.org]
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